
 Educator Resources: 
 Exploring Chinese Symbols

 

BATS

An art activity inspired by bat symbolism and
shapes found in classical Chinese Gardens



green-coloured water symbolizing jade
a ginkgo tree symbolizing China and a maple tree symbolising Canada
round doorways symbolizing the moon

Symbolism throughout the Garden
Chinese Gardens were designed to reflect and enhance the intellectual, cultural and
philosophical lives of those that lived in them and visited them. Symbolism is found
everywhere, from the plants that are grown to pebble patterns on the courtyards to carvings
and decorations and to the layout of the Garden itself. 

Some examples of symbolism in a Chinese Garden:
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Exploring Chinese Symbols: Bats
Welcome to Dr Sun Yat Sen Classical Chinese Garden!

This art activity is inspired by the bat symbols found throughout our Garden. 

Introduction
Our garden is modelled on garden-homes from the Ming dynasty period (1368 - 1644).
Built by Scholar-officials to house themselves and their extended families, these homes
were designed as a place to relax and be close to nature, away from the pressures of
outside life. Scholars used the natural and architectural features of their gardens to create a
sense of nature in miniature. These features would serve as inspiration for the Scholar who
was an accomplished artist and musician.

rough and smooth pebbles

The idea of Yin and Yang plays a large part in the Garden. The well known black and white
symbol is nowhere to be seen but the idea of balancing opposite yet complementary
energies is everywhere, for example:

plants (living) near rocks (non-living)

Curved shapes (yin) and geometric shapes (yang) in windows and doorways

If a visit to our Garden is not possible, visit these sites for more information:

https://vancouverchinesegarden.com/wp-content/uploads/Information-for-Educators.pdf
https://vancouverchinesegarden.com/wp-content/uploads/Glossary.pdf
https://www.chinahighlights.com/suzhou/top-five-gardens.htm
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/cnat/hd_cnat.htm

https://vancouverchinesegarden.com/wp-content/uploads/Information-for-Educators.pdf
https://vancouverchinesegarden.com/wp-content/uploads/Glossary.pdf
https://www.chinahighlights.com/suzhou/top-five-gardens.htm
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/cnat/hd_cnat.htm
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Exploring Chinese Symbols: Bats

Bats
There are many images of bats around our Garden. Bats represent good luck
because the word in Mandarin that means 'bat' 蝙蝠 has the same sound as the
word that means 'fortune' 福. 

Chinese art abounds with bats. They fly from the folds of fabrics and chase each
other across the finest china. Jade bats adorn jewelry, and golden bats grace the
most ornate altar cloths. Tapestries and toys, scepters, saddles and sashes, and many
other objects are likely to be decorated with beautiful bats. While European and
early-American artists used bats and bat wings to depict devils and demons, the
Chinese embellished their cherished artifacts with the same winged mammals many
Westerners find repulsive.

Those who were taught to dislike bats can learn a great deal from Chinese art.
Oriental bat motifs encourage us to view bats more favorably, as objects of beauty.
Chinese artists have long used five bats to represent the five blessings: health, long
life, prosperity, love of virtue, and a tranquil, natural death. The bats often are bright
red— the color of joy. Sometimes they encircle a stylized caligraph known as the
prosperity symbol. This popular bat motif often was embroidered on expensive
clothing to imply that a person's prosperity had resulted from a virtuous lifestyle.
from: https://www.batcon.org/article/bats-in-chinese-art/

5 bats surrounding the character for 'long life' on one of our tables in the Garden



Suggestions for some pre-activity discussions and further information:
Symbolism 
Class discussion: What is symbolism, or What are symbols?
Symbols are objects or pictures that represent a feeling, an idea or a concept. 
Ask the students to names well known symbols, e.g. symbols of Canada (moose, the flag,
maple trees etc), or symbols of love (e.g. red hearts, red roses etc).
Alternatively, use the ideas below to have a discussion about what different objects or
concepts mean to each student. 

Student Activities
In these activities, inspired by the bat symbols found in our Chinese garden,
students will discover the meaning of bats in Chinese culture and look at how
bats are represented in Chinese architecture, furniture and art. They will then
work on a piece of art using Chinese bat shapes as a starting point. 
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Symbolism across cultures 
Class discussion: Do symbols mean the same across the world?
Different cultures perceive symbols in a different way. For example, the colour red can mean
danger or anger but also love. In some African cultures it symbolizes death and in Chinese
culture it symbolizes good luck. 
In Western cultures, death is often associated with black but it is symbolized by white in
many Asian cultures.

Bat symbolism
Class discussion: what do bats symbolize to you?
In many European cultures, bats are objects of fear - perhaps because they can harbour
rabies and are associated with the night. In popular culture, they are associated with
vampires, evil and the supernatural. However, in Chinese culture they are a symbol of good
luck. 
Bat images are found on many traditional Chinese artworks, pieces of clothing, furniture,
good luck charms and more. In the Chinese Garden, there are many symbolic images of bats. 

Look at the pictures of some of the shapes in the Garden and see if you can spot them!

 



Examples of bat symbolism in our Classical Chinese garden. 
Can you spot the bat shapes?

Photocopiable sheet

Courtyard patterns

Leak Windows Door handles

Furniture Roof tiles



Examples of bat symbolism in our Classical Chinese garden. 
ANSWERS

Photocopiable sheet

Bat shapes surround flowers on our courtyards

Two different bat shapes in this leak window

The tiles themselves are shaped like bats
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Materials needed 
Photocopiable templates of bat/flower shapes from the Chinese Garden

courtyard 

Markers or pencil crayons

Activity plan:
Discuss with students the concept of positive and negative space in art and

design. Explain that positive space is the main feature of the artwork or design

and negative space is the area that surrounds it. 

Discuss how negative space can look positive if viewed in a different way.

See if students can see two faces and/or a vase in this image:

Student Activities 1: Positive and Negative Space
In this activity, inspired by the bat symbols found in our Chinese garden,
students will explore the concept of positive and negative space in art and
design, using the bat/flower shapes from the Chinese Garden courtyard
patterns as inspiration. 

See if students can see bats and flowers in this image of the courtyards in the

Chinese Garden. Ask which pattern stands out  more for them - the bat or the

flower? Why? Would it be different if the rocks were different colours?

Have students experiment with the idea of positive and negative space on

the bat/flower templates found on the following pages. 

Use the page with two templates on it to experiment with positive and

negative space. Try using contrasting light/dark colours or patterns to see

which makes the bat or flower stand out more. 

Have students colour in the larger template sheet. Have them decide

whether to highlight bats or flowers and choose contrasting colours that

will make that happen. 

Suggested activities:
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Materials needed 
Photocopiable templates of bat/flower shapes from the Chinese Garden courtyard (see
following pages)
large, coloured paper 
smaller rectangles or squares of coloured paper in contrasting colour 
Optional: third piece of coloured cardstock or patterned paper for backing
pencils
scissors 
glue sticks

Activity Plan
Notan is a Japanese concept that translates as 'dark-light'. It
refers to the harmony that is achieved when dark and light
elements of a painting or design are perfectly balanced. 
An example of this is the yin-yang symbol. The idea of symmetry
and balance is at the core of notan: the concept that neither the
positive  nor negative spaces in the design dominate, but 

Student Activities 2: Notan-inspired designs
In this activity, students will explore the concept of Notan and use it as
inspiration to create a design using the bat/flower shapes from the Chinese
Garden courtyard patterns. 

Explain about the concept of notan and the associated idea of symmetry and
balance. 
Distribute the large coloured paper plus smaller sized rectangles/squares.
Have students trace the bat/flower templates on the smaller squares. There are
small, medium and large sizes to choose from on the following pages. Remind
them to draw around half of the bat or flower at the edge of the square/rectangle
so the final result will create a full bat or flower shape. See following page for
examples. 
Cut around the flowers and bats. Then flip them over to create a mirror image. 
Stick the expanded square and symmetrical shapes on to the large backing
paper. 
Have the students experiment with different colours and patterned paper. It
looks particularly effective to use Chinese-inspired patterned paper. 

For more information and lesson ideas about Notan, please visit:
https://createartwithme.com/notan-art-lesson-positive-negative-space/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_VfGleKOaA
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f1fikihmjtrp/4rdldCFJsQwEHESYKBLX6t/98eaf57119501ec
e580853ac58d0f6d6/natural-notan-natural-notan.pdf

Suggested activities - expanded square/rectangle exercise.

 complement and balance each other perfectly. 

https://createartwithme.com/notan-art-lesson-positive-negative-space/
https://assets.ctfassets.net/f1fikihmjtrp/4rdldCFJsQwEHESYKBLX6t/98eaf57119501ece580853ac58d0f6d6/natural-notan-natural-notan.pdf
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Bat/Flower Notan examples
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Student Activities 3: Create your own design

The following pages show some of the traditional ways bats have been
represented in Chinese art. Students can colour them in, or cut them out to
make their own designs. 

Encourage students to cut out and use the bat shapes in other ways, for
example, in the way bats shapes are used in the Chinese Garden.
One suggestion is to have the students design furniture that incorporates
the bat shape, or pebble mosaics.

Bats are often found on traditional clothing such as on the robe below.
Students might also like to design clothing or jewellry with bat shapes on it.

Ensure that students are using the designs in a culturally appropriate way -
remind them that in China, bats are seen as bringing good luck and
happiness and their designs should take that into account. Halloween or
horror references would not work with these images. 

Woman's Ceremonial Robe (the Bat Medallion Robe) China, 1700s China, 1700s
[Metropolitan Museum]







This image includes the Chinese character for 'long life' The 5 bats represent the 5 Blessings of a Long
Life: good health, long life, wealth, good character (virtue) and a peaceful death.

 
What do you think is important for people to have a good and happy life?



This image includes ancient Chinese coins, which are considered good luck charms and symbols of wealth
and abundance. Displaying a decoration like this at Chinese New Year shows you are wishing your family

and friends lots of (good) things in the coming year.    
 
 


